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This work is a document to joint final report about collaboration between
CHESCIR and JAERI on the
Subject-1 "A Study on the Measurements and Evaluation
of External Dose after Nuclear Accident" of JCP-1 project "A Study on the Assessment,
Analysis
and Verification of the Consequences of the accident at Chernobyl"
in
the framework of the Agreement between JAERI and RIA "PRIPYAT" (since 1994,
CHESCIR) for 1995-1999.
The most substantial part of the collaboration was research with using mobile
gamma survey system, that was developed in JAERI and equipped with GIS - navigator
that was developed in CHESCIR.
During collaboration the carborne survey on the network of roads covered the most
contaminated by Chernobyl fallout areas of Ukraine, Belorussia and Russia.
On the Fig.l non-complete map of carborne survey routes, carried out by
CHESCIR team together with JAERI and alone for the last 5 years is shown. Length of
all routes taking into considers double raids are equal to more then 18,000 km.
Experimental and methodological experience of mobile monitoring that collected
by both sides allows to make considerations and conclusions, which are available in this
final report.
1. A study on abilities of gamma survey system
CHESCIR specialists' confidence in potential abilities of carborne
survey
system, developed in JAERI,
based on five-year collaboration with JAERI specialists
and their own researches and tests of this equipment.
Dosimetric equipment, developed in JAERI, has the following incontestable
advantages:
1) Method of conversation spectrum-dose using weighting function (S. Moriuchi,
1965) allows to obtain whole-wave dosimeter, which readings take into account
the energy of incident photons, including scattered photons, and because of this
the readings do not depend on kind of radionuclides creating gamma-field. Thus
accuracy of dose rate measurements is increased in any situations due to
spectrometric character of method (the dependence dose-energy is took into
account) and due to using the full area of spectrum (registration efficiency is
increased), measured by scintillation spectrometer.
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2 ) The application of scintillation Nal(Tl) detectors with ratio of crystal length to
diameter equal to 1 or spherical form crystal provides its property as isotropic
detector, which readings do not depend on its space orientation, and its angle
correction factor is close to 1 and practically independent on energy of incident
photons (ICRU-53, 1994, p.18, fig.3.4). In particular, this property provides the
stability of dosimeter readings in given point of gamma field if different operators
try to measure dose rate again. Thus, if this point is good fixed in space and can be
easily found, then it is possible to say about the constant observation on
parameters of gamma field in this point, i.e. to say about the monitoring, only in the
case when isotropic detector is used, because the gamma field itself is unisotropic in
the most cases.
3 ) Rapid conversation spectrum-dose allows to use carborne survey in real scale time
mode because of small dead time and small volume of memory needed for restoring
results of conversation. Due to the fact that the way, passed by vehicle during dead
time, is
small (a portion of lmm), mobile gamma-survey has the property as
continuity or "uninterruption". This property provides the completeness and
reliability of the data about gamma field structure along the route.
Each of above mentioned advantages are very important for professional
survey-meter and all together these advantages make the JAERI method and carborne
survey equipment as unique.
With the help of GIS-navigator developed in CHESCIR in frame of collaboration
especially for needs of mobile gamma survey, the on-line mode of survey is completely
realized simultaneously with good presentation of results on the digital map. Since the
procedure of presentation and processing of data is transferred into GIS-technology sphere,
this gives to JAERI method additional advantages:
1) Wide possibilities of GIS-technology are attractived for spatial analysis and
processing of mobile gamma survey data (mapping, comparison of data obtained
by different means and so on).
2 ) Data presentation on digital map makes easier the planning of new routes for
gamma survey, automatic amalgamation of data files collected with necessary
attributes, and data bank keeping.
3 ) Using current state of car track on the map and its deviation from road line,
one can check all system capacity for work and accuracy of GPS-receiver. Dose
rate data projection from track to road line allows to decrease GPS error up to
a value of its component along the road. This improves accuracy of coincidence
of two compared dose rate graphs which are obtained after repetitive runs
along the same route. Such comparison of graphs need for below described a
conception of mobile monitoring
4 ) Navigation possibilities of survey system become more wide, that helps to
carry out mobile gamma survey especially in unknown terrain. Also the planning,
the putting on and the keeping of aircraft ship course become more suitable, and
as a result more regular spatial net of data becomes possible.
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Above enumerated advantages and possibilities of mobile gamma survey system
were confirmed in tests and intercomparisons carried out during collaboration.
2 . Experimental

examination of carborne survey system validity for mobile
monitoring tasks solution.

• Estimation of dose rate measurement accuracy with the using of SWING
equipment and dosimeters ALOKA-TCS166 was undertaken several times by means of
intercomparisons and CHESCIR's own means.
For example, during car stops for field work that lasted more than an hour, the
equipment in the car continued measuring and there were opportunities to elaborate
dose rate data without movement factor.
On the Table 1, statistical data elaboration is presented. These data are taken from
SWING system at 11 stops with different contamination levels, different landscape and
soon.
In the right part of the chart, the car stopped in the most "clean" places, where
measurement error of dose rate was maximal, but it does not exceed 10% (below the
table).
• Coordinates definition accuracy.
At the Fig.2, GPS all registered coordinates of the point where the car stopped are
shown. It is taken for accuracy assessment of the location definition, where dose rate
measurement carried out. Discrete character
of coordinates values in the spot
attracts
attention. Perhaps, this phenomena caused by discretionary of disperse entered in signal
of GPS on transmitting side.
Long-time accuracy in definition geographical position would be evaluated as a
deviation from mass center of this spot that form up to ± 100m and corresponds for
common purpose GPS passport data.
If to build GPS error graph as a consequence of coordinates deviations in each 10
seconds during the car stopping, it is possible to assess fast component of the error GPS.
In the case when car is moving that is an error of the distance between two neighbor points
dose rate registration. On the Fig.3 it is clearly seen that distance errors between neighbor
measurements get discrete value 11, 19 and 22m. Just because of small value of this
error, track of the car lies by its points in a thin line, but this track line not always
coincident with road line. A projection of track on the road line must be consider when one
wants to study the graph of dose rate on this route. Length of the route is a constant value
when two graphs of the same route are compared, because of this length of the route is a
normalizing value for these graphs.
Evidently, that in order to compare two dose rate graphs from different trips of the
same route it is sufficient
to combine corresponding points of the beginning and of
the end of the route with their accuracy not worse than ±100 m, that is a small part of
the route length.
Totally, coordinates definition accuracy provided by common purposes GPS
receivers is enough
for needs of carborne survey, if for monitoring tasks solution one
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will use the same electronic map, on which an image of roads network is done in exact
accordance with real roads network existing in nature.
But GPS accuracy is not enough for needs of carried (portable) gamma survey
system included the assembly of dosimeter Aloka-TCS166 with GIS- navigator. Such
system was tested during collaboration. This system was planned for gamma field
investigation of small areas by means of gamma-scanning these areas with distance
between tacks equal to about 25-50 m. So that the coordinates definition accuracy for this
purpose must be about ±10m.
New navigation station CH-3700 developed in Ukraine was used instead of GPS
receiver in this carried gamma survey system. The accuracy ±10m was declared by
manufacturers
of CH-3700 due to the use two satellite navigation systems
simultaneously - GPS and GLONASS. But at the field examination such high accuracy
was reached only during short time seances when disposition of satellites of GLONASS
system was favorable. Perhaps, the
situation
should
be improved
if
two
stations CH-3700 in on-line differential mode would be used.
• Reproductivity (recurrence) ofcarborne
survey results.
Reproductivity of carborne
survey is the main criteria of the system suitability for
monitoring i.e. to observation
dose rate changes for long period of time between two
trips on the route. In order to check reproductivity, also to check influence of the car speed
on accuracy of dose rate measurement,
carborne
survey was carried out for two
times with different speed at a part of road between Chernobyl and Korogod village (a
map in lower part of Fig.4). Then statistical elaboration of dose rate with smoothed method
of "gliding average" was implemented and it was accepted that dose rate graph
became then as a function of distance but not of time (upper part of Fig.4).
The interval for the first excerption, taken for smoothing, compiled 3 dots, for the
second excerption compiled 5 dots because speed ratio was 5:3. Average standard
deviation for the first set compiled 5,3%, for the second it compiled 5,7%. It says that car
speed influence is not big.
It is also clearly seen on the graph that data reproductivity is satisfactory and
discrepancy is not more then 10%. Thus we can make a conclusion that carborne gamma
survey system that was developed in JAERI is valid for mobile monitoring so as it can
define 15% dose rate changing even at contaminated territories.
Dose rate graphs comparisons on other routes show that quality of the mobile
monitoring may be improved if one will try to keep constant speed of a car. Also
one
should start the procedure of smoothing with minimal intervals or even except this
procedure to improve a spatial resolution. Parallel shift of graphs compared is possible in
limits of GPS error maximal value in order to combine optimally specific similar
peculiarities of graphs.
#
A correlation between dose rate system SWING readings obtained on the road
and dose rate measured in the field.
Many measurements carried out during collaboration to define a correlation
between dose rate value measured on the road by carborne survey system SWING detector,
fixed at the height lm on the car proof, and that value measured in the field near the road
by carried dosimeter Aloka-TCS166 at the height lm above the ground (conversion
factor).
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It was defined that later 10 and more years after Chernobyl accident this conversion
factor depend on different conditions: width and height of the road, nearest plant cover ( a
forest, a meadow, a field), type of soil and others which have an influence on vertical and
lateral migration speed of radionuclides. The range of values of conversion factor
compiled from 1,2 (narrow field roads without cover) to 4,0 ( wide autobahn across a
forest).
A multiformity of mentioned conditions which often has place in practice made
difficult the exact definition of conversion factor, using only visible indications on the
way.
The use GIS-technology and detailed topographic maps as well as maps
of soil
type, geomorphologic maps sufficiently helps to take into account these different
conditions.
And it is more difficult to define a correspondence between dose rate measured by
carborne survey system on the road and inventory of radionuclides activity near the road in
the case when fallout occurred much time ago.
But from the point of view of described mobile monitoring conception exact
definition of correspondence between results of dose rate measurements on the road and
results of investigation dose rate and inventory of radionuclides in cross section of the road
and nearest band seems to be not so important.
More constructive is approach when results of dose rate measurements in each
certain point on the road are considered as an integral evaluation of gamma field of
environment.
Continuous character of measurement along the route provided by this carborne
survey method gives the base to consider dose rate graph connected with certain small
parts of route as observed radiation characteristic of this route, which reflects state of
gamma field in the band near the road.
As the result of research, it gets obvious that the whole-wave (using
weighting function) system of carborne survey with isotropic detector may be
successfully used for mobile radiation monitoring on a roads network.
This
possibility does not depend on content and kind of radionuclides and on exact
definition of correlation between dose rate measured on a road at the height of
Imeteirs and its readings near the road in a field (or in a forest) at a height 1 meter,
so called conversion factor.
More significant is the fact that correlation between these readings realy
exists and it is rather strict and that is why any change of radiation situation in the
vicinity of the road can be find out and evaluated on the road and this fact can be a
base for
observation on radiation situation changes along roads.
Perhaps, for fresh fallout of radionuclides dose rate correlation "road-field" must
be more simple, and conversion factor must have rather less values up to one constant
value. It is possible to wait that in the case of fresh fallout carborne survey may give
enough reliable results not only dose rate graph about, but also about an inventory and
spectrum gamma-emitting radionuclides if there will be gamma-spectrometer with
HPGe-detector on board the car.
This gamma-spectrometer must measure and store all current gamma-spectra
connected with sequence of small parts of the route. Observation on these spectra in time
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after accident allows to take into account short-live radionuclides contribution in dose rate
and its changes.
0

A correlation between dose rate system SWING readings and Cs-137 stock (inventory)
in the Exclusion zone.

On the Fig.5 on the right a fragment of western trace of Chernobyl release near
village Krasnitsa is clearly seen as a kind of
generalized map of Cs-137 stock (in
isolines). On the same map a road line and a track line of carborne
survey are seen.
It passed across release trace from the South to the North (blue dots) and from the North to
the South (red dots).
On the left two dose rate graphs are presented for each direction, combined with
utmost points of the route. Now these graphs are connected to the route as a distance
function.
It is possible to note that on the blue line, received at slow speed of the car the
space resolution is better (thin structure is seen at maximum region).
If to compare corresponding dots on the map and on the graph, it is possible to see
correlation between Cesium stock on the map and dose rate, measured by SWING system
on the road. In order to make more objective such a comparison
it is necessary to use
GIS-technology possibilities. On the Fig.6 the same route is shown but the task is another
with another means of its solution.
At this very picture, so called "Cesium Mountain" three-dimensional map of
Cs-137 cross section along the road was done. As the result, it is possible to compare
Cesium stock curve from the cross section with the graph of dose rate that is made with
the help of carborne survey system on the road.
In the upper left corner a fragment of Cesium map including ChNPP is seen. The
lightest spots correspond to the most contaminated places. Light western trace is also
clearly seen and that very road crosses village Krasnitsa as shown in Fig.5.
At the three-dimensional picture the western trace looks as a convex gutter that
comes from the mountain. Red line on this picture is a cross section of Cesium map of
stock along the line of the road. This red line is transferred down to the graph and
combined with blue graph of the dose rate that was presented at the previous Fig.5.
Correlation dose - stock is seen on the graph distinctly.
Even in this example, possibilities of GIS-technology for spatial analysis,
comparison and amalgamation of data on radiation situation, received by different
methods (including sampling, carborne and airborne survey) and in different measurement
unit system are evident.
• A correlation between carborne
survey and airborne
survey methods.
A map of airborne survey routes that was carried out by joint team JAERI CHESCIR in 1997 - 1998 is presented at the Fig.7.
It is possible to note the influence on application of GIS-navigator that was used
in 1998 and helped to stick the route flying by helicopter over Northern (Belorussian) part,
(lines of the routes are more straight and regular).
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From the experience of joint researches it became clear that airborne
survey
and carborne survey shouldn't consider as competitive methods, because they perform
different tasks and it is quite evident that carborne gamma survey is irreplaceable not
only like a facility of quick respond just after an accident with radionuclides release but
like a facility of combine monitoring and a facility for surface ground support of airborne
survey.
Carborne survey has an advantage that it has firm space fixation i.e. close
connection to roads and gives possibility to observe small changes of dose rate in time and
to research the reason of the changes in every repeated pass the same route. This very
property makes carborne survey irreplaceable facility of mobile monitoring.
Besides this one can stop the car in any place he needs, come out to a field and
study local radiation situation that is impossible when he uses a plane or helicopter for
survey purpose.
Also, carborne
survey on the routes which cross usual parallel lines (tacks) of
airborne survey gives additional information about dose rate between tacks which can
help interpolation program especially if the distance between the tacks is several
kilometers.
It means that it is possible and recommended to join
data gamma survey of
these both methods (adjusted to the height of lm) in the process of map-creating in order
to improve radiation situation representation quality of maps.
It is interesting that the maps, created on the base of carborne survey of
non-regular and comparatively rare road network rather small differentiate from the map,
created on the base of regular airborne survey (JAERI data).
From this fact it is possible to conclude that the map, which can be received soon
after an accident with radionuclide release by the use of carborne survey, will be
quite valid for assessment the situation and taking decisions. In addition carborne
survey is much cheaper and approximately 3 times faster than airborne
survey covers
the same square (according to our experience).
3. Nomblned mobile monitoring conception
The experience received while collaboration allows us to formulate conception
of combined (on surface ground) mobile monitoring.
The word "combined" means a combination in one car:
• Such a perfect carborne gamma survey system on the base of spherical scintillation
crystals and weighting function, whose author is JAERI,
• Carried portable system of gamma survey with automatic recording values of dose rate
and coordinates in a memory similar carborne survey,
0
Field (in situ) gamma-spectrometer with germanium detector.
It is Important for the conception that this mobile
radiation and radlonwclide
monitoring is necessary not only and not so much as in post-accident period but for study on
background picture of gamma fields with the aim of environment protection and readiness
to assess consequences of possible accidental situations.
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Coming out from this, the roles of each of three above mentioned components should be
distributed such a way:
It is necessary to organize wide scale background radionuclide monitoring of a region or a province
with the help of in situ gamma-spectrometer measurements in strictly fixed points in space.
Accuracy of these points fixation
shouldn't be worse than 1 meter.
Usually field gamma-spectrometer with HPGe-detector has vertical axis of symmetry, and
besides this we must select a crystal with length to diameter ratio closed to 1. Therefore such
detector is an isotropic detector relative to the ground emitted photons. Because of this all repetitive
gamma spectra, measured just in this point at a height lm by the same equipment at the same
exposition time during not so long period, must be very similar inspite of unisotropic character of
gamma field there. This phenomena we can call as a property of reproductivity or recurrence at in
situ measurements.
Thus in situ spectrum, that has been measured in certain exact fixed point, could be a
radionuclide passport of this point and of the small site around
and it may be used for
environment protection, since this point and this site are representatives of some big territory, also
protected with this radionuclide passport.
It should be accepted a priori that area of every radionuclide peak in given gamma-spectrum
can't enlarge in time without extra technogenic influence (if we've chosen the site for measurement
correctly, i.e. for example, if there is no radionuclide accumulation in given point because of
washing off in neighbor points). If such an enlargement happened, in this case it is necessary to find
out with the help of the same equipment the source of radionuclide arrival to this certain point of
space. After this we must record in bank of spectra a new spectrum as initial for future monitoring in
this point.
This thesis is to develop and give it legal base, and then in situ gamma spectrum will be an
official protection passport of the point and some area around it which size in common case
depends on the values of gamma-field gradients.
Of cause, some changes in the spectrum are inevitable and radionuclides' decay time,
presented in the spectrum, and their vertical migration have to take into account correctly, but here
we talk about unfavorable cases of a radionuclide contents exceeding in the spectrum of given point
to compare with its early measured contents. Namely the first gamma-spectrum measured in given
point of area (not only numerical results of spectrum elaboration) must be kept forever in the
spectra bank as an initial passport.
(It is very possible that our posterity could pull out more information from the spectrum than we can
draw out nowadays. First of all this concerns the way of
relaxation length definition from the
spectrum itself.)
Great number of fixed points with measured in situ gamma-spectra creates background
radionuclide picture of given territory, and on providing monitoring, quantity of these points will
increase continuously and spectra bank will enlarge.
Such an approach is applicable and for carborne gamma survey on fixed routes of roads network of
a region or in the vicinity of a NPP.
Dose rate graph along the route has to be a dose passport of this route. In this case a car
becomes simultaneously a means of radiation mobile monitoring and a means of transportation in
situ gamma-spectrometer to the places of in situ measurement.
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For the illustration, let's look at the Fig.8 where circled carborne gamma survey route around
Chernobyl NPP is shown.
It is important to note, that secludedness and
continuity of the route (and consequently
dose rate data continuity) are principally important at radiation monitoring. For example, in a case of
nuclear object monitoring, these properties guarantee that there wouldn't be missed any narrow
radioactive trace that could be missed by discrete ASCRO (Automatic Control System of Radiation
Level) units.
If the dose rate distribution function along a route (Fig.9) changes fast and in big limits like
in the center of Fig.9, it is necessary to increase quantity of in situ measurement points
inside of
given cell of the roads network, i.e. inside of each circled route. For mathematics substantiation of
this judgment it is possible to use well-known Shannon-Kotelnikov theorem from discrete
system theory.
From another hand, if the function of dose rate distribution on the road changes slowly, like
on the sides on the Fig.9 on the right and on the left, and if the function accepts low levels, in this
case we deal with calm radiation situation and quantity of points in situ measurements could be
significantly reduced.
•

Portable (carried) gamma-survey
systems with GPS fixation and automatic dose rate and
coordinates recording in memory have to occupy intermediate place between two above
mentioned systems.
Thanks to JAERI's help and collaboration, CHESCIR specialists are on the way of creation
such a carried system on a base of ALOKA-TCS166 dosimeter. Restrict factor to this direction is
insufficient accuracy of satellite navigation system GPS. Worked out in Ukraine satellite-navigator
system CH-3700 also gives no sufficient fixation accuracy.
Usage of differential mode with two navigation stations or radiobuoy (radiobeacon) and
direction-finder as it is doing at relatively small
territory countries, for example in German on
the level of State program, would be a come out of the situation. In the case of the last (German)
variant the accuracy reaches 3-5 meters that is quite sufficient for small area scanning around points
of in situ measurement for gamma-field gradients definition using carried gamma survey system
with automatic saving the information.
• Evidently, that a car provided with all above mentioned equipment represents a power
and rapid means for radiation and radionuclides reconnaissance just after accident accompanied with
release of radionuclides.
But in strong radiation fields with dose rate more than 60 Gy/h the work of this equipment
becomes impossible because of its overloading to begin with field gamma-spectrometer. Concerning
the dosimeter Aloka-TCS166 with a crystal size equal l x l inch, we observed its linear work up to
dose rate 400 Gy/h (only digital part, not arrow).
For more strong gamma-fields it is necessary to use a shielding for detectors and for personal
also, but here such situations do not consider as well as situations with alpha and beta contamination
of space.
• Returning back to in situ measurements at fixed points we should say about two difficulties:
l)How to fix measurement point with accuracy up to 1 meter (this is necessary in order to escape the
opinion that spectrum changes may be connected with a shift of the point in a space)?
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It is possible to consider that nowadays accuracy of fixation equal to 1 meter is reachable
only by visual orients. For checking up the conception it is convenient for fixation of measurement
points to use as a visual orients the high-voltage lines supporting constructions because all of them
are numerated and area in their vicinity does not use for any activity and has status of alienation
zone that is important for in situ measurements reproductivity.
2)The second difficulty in in situ gamma-spectrometry is a necessity to know depth of
relaxation L or radionuclide penetration profile in the soil. Nowadays layer by layer sampling
with further laboratory analysis the samples mostly used for this purpose. Of cause, in order to solve
a problem of rapid getting results, it's better to have not only one
jeep-car equipped for
monitoring but besides this the big radiological mobile laboratory ready to start to the area of
monitoring. But even in this very case the sampling near the point of in situ measurement will
transgress the soil. It is known that many laboratories try to find a method to measure depth of
relaxation or radionuclide penetration profile without soil disturbance and may be the solution is not
far.
CHESCIR specialists are going to try with this aim Robert Fink method - known Swedish
scientist in the field gamma-spectrometry, that is described in his doctor's dissertation.
At the Fig. 10 (Fink's method) description of his idea is explained. The idea is, to make
additional in situ measurement in the same point according to following scheme. A lead disk of 1
cm thickness and 50 cm diameter is situated under germanium detector such a way that visibility
sector of the detector was restricted by angle in 70 and 90 degrees. Comparison of these two
measurements allows to calculate depth of relaxation.
For practical realization of this method many nature measurements and layer-by-layer
sampling are necessary.
One more method of radionuclides penetration profile definition especially for Chernobyl
conditions (only for Cs-137) have tried to perform CHESCIR specialists together with JAERI
scientists but this work is not completed yet. The idea of this method connected with Jioles in
ground measurement with the help of apparatus SRP-68-02 that has narrow detector (4 cm diameter)
one can put step-by-step into a hole in the soil at rather big depth.
At the Fig. 11 two experimental curves obtained by such an rapid method in different
sites are shown.
But in order to get real Cesium-137 distribution figures it is necessary to use
Monte Carlo method calculation. It is very perspective method for researches of deep radionuclide
penetration into the soil (for example, on cultivated soil) when photon flux measurements above
ground are not effective.
More direct method of relaxation depth definition has been tested in CHESCIR with the
help of multyslotted collimator.
Thanks to multislotted collimator it is possible to get detector with narrow view angle and
good illumination that allows to look through soil layers. The weak point of this method is that it is
necessary to drill rather big hole with its diameter equal up to 90 mm in the soil, which disturbs the
soil around the point of in situ measurements.
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4. Conclusions
1) Collaboration with JAERI in the framework of the Subject-1 of JCP-1 was very fruitful for
Ukraine and for CHESCIR especially not only from the point of view of received sum of
scientific results but on development of new looks at the role and the place of mobile
monitoring.
2) Dose rate measurements accuracy, provided by JAERI dosimetric equipment, allows to get
reproductivity of results, enough to organize automobile radiation monitoring on roads even if
geographical fixation of car location carried out with the help of general purposes satellite
navigation
system GPS.
3) Further development of carborne
survey should not be under suspicion in the connection with
airborne
survey success because of carborne
survey has more strict and close connection
with studying
objects, also due to
index of mobility, rapidness, availability and
economy possibilities of carborne
survey, it will be irreplaceable.
4) GIS-technology usage substantially increases operativeness in getting final results of gamma
survey and their clarity, enlarges application field of mobile gamma survey, gives great
possibilities for spatial analysis of radionuclides distribution and for application new powerful
means of
GIS-technology, geostatistics and mapping.
5) A car provided with all above mentioned equipment represents a power and rapid means for
radiation and radionuclides reconnaissance just after accident accompanied with release of
radionuclides. A map of radiation situation, which can be received soon after an accident
by
the use of carborne survey, will be quite valid for assessment the situation and taking decisions.
Dosimeters with a crystal size equal l x l inch save linear work up to dose rate 400 Gy/h. For
more strong gamma-fields it is necessary to use a shielding for detectors and for personal in the
car (vehicle). A special program for shielded detector data elaboration must be used.
6) Combined mobile monitoring conception on the base of radiation monitoring on fixed routes
carried out by mobile gamma survey systems and radionuclide monitoring in fixed points
with the help of in situ gamma-spectrometers with germanium detectors is worthy to further
studying and development.
• Combined mobile monitoring after its verification seems can be a base for optimization of
post-accident vast territory monitoring and defining their radiation status on juridical base.
s
Pre-accidental combined mobile background monitoring of regions is necessary for environment
protection organization at juridical base, also enhance readiness of fast respond forces to find out
new radionuclides releases (according to its exceeding above the background), definition of
fallout nuclide contents and resource of their income in case of emergency, connected with
radionuclides releases.
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